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rr. INTRODUCTION
The object of this contract has beon to advance the general cryogenic refrig-
eration capability. The effort has been principally with "Pulse Tube Refrigeration"
and "Cryomatic Gas Balancing" both promising cryogenic refrigeration methods
originated at Syracuse University.
The goal for the work has been the low temperature of 4.2 OK. Much of the	 .c
has been experimentation at much higher temperatures as the methods are new and a
considerable amount of study and understanding is required before designi.ig for a
temperature as low as 4.20K.
This is especially true for "Pulse Tube Refrigeration." Even after a program
full of worthwhile progress, the understanding is still not adequate for designing
for 4.20K. In fact, even at the finish of the program the degree of understanding
is only adequate for single stage units for the temperature range 125-1?5 0K. It
is even presently doubted that it would ever be a good method for temperatures
lower than about 30°K. Temperatures to 430K have been achir ,ed.
Better results were obtained with "Cryomatic Gas Balancing." Units were built
both at Syracuse University and at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory with which tern-
peratures of 4.2 0K were attained and maintained reliably.
In general, great progress was made with the understanding of both methods and
with experimental verification of many conclusions.
In addition to the work with these two refrigeration methods, a considerable
investigation of "Thermal Regenerators" was started. Thermal regenerators are a
very important component of these two refrigeration methods as well as of several
of the other successful cryogenic refrigeration methods. Though thermal regenerators
are simple devices to build, they present very difficult analytical problems and
are also difficult to investigate experimentally.
1
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During the period of this program work other than that described was carried
out which led to no fruitful results as yet and therefore is not reported here.
Such work included such things as analysis to lead to optimal design, especially
in the multi-stage aspects of both the Pulse Tube and Gas Balancing Refrigeration
methods,
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II. THE GENET'AL PRQHLEM OF CRYOGENIC REFRIGERATION
Refrigeration consists of removing heat at some temperature which is sub-
stantially lower than the surroundings. In order to do this it is necessary to
find a, means of doing something to a material which will drop its temperature.
There are various things which can be done, however, by far the most significant
temperature changes can be achieved over a wide range of temperatures by allowing
a gas to expand.
The first law of thermodynamics tells us that for an isolated gas mass the
heat transfer to the gas 6 Q will be equal to the sum of the change in internal
energy d U plus the work done by the gas 6 W.
6 Q n d u + 6W
Since gases are very compressible, a large amount of work may be performed
on them or by them. If this is done with no heat transfer 6 Q the result will be
large changes in the internal energy d UP
6W. -d U
or large changes in temperatures
6W-CdT
v
Where C  = constant volume specific heat.
It may be shown that for a reversible adiabatic expansion (such an expansion
is also called isentropic), without heat transfer the .final temperature T 2
 will be
3
A
P2 r
	
T2 a T  P1	
Y
Where
T1
 = Initial temperature
P1
 = Initial pressure
P2
 = Final pressure
C
Y = Ratio of specific heats C
v
1.666 for helium gas
A drop in pressure to one fifth the initial pressure will drop the temperature
to 
.525 the initial value T 1 or give a temperature drop of 242 0F from room temper-
ature. This obviously is a means by whi-.h refrigeration may be obtained in sub-
stantial quantities and overlarge temperature differences.
Temperature drops may also be achieved in rubber by compression and expansion.
However, the effect is small. Also, work may be carried out and temperature
changes reduced by magnetization of paramagnetic salts. Here also the effect is
small except at very low temperatures where heat capacitias are tiny, so that though
work is small the temperature changes are a large part of the total temperature.
A W : -C	 AT
v
6
A gas can expand without doing work through a valve and this will give no change
in temperature for an ideal gas. However, if the gas is sufficiently dense during
4
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this expansion it will do work on intermolecular forces and cool. This is a positive
Joule-Thomson effect and it can and has been used to achieve low temperature refrig-
eration. The temperature drops achieved depend of course on the pressures arid-the
temperature at which the expansion occurs. The effect is very large for temper-
atures just above the critical point for the gas used and diminishes as the temper-
ature is increased, finally it reverses at a sufficiently large temperature. This
reversal occurs at about 300K for helium, about 100 0K for hydrogen, and well above
room temperature for air or nitrogen. Thus the Joule-Thomson effect may be used
for refrigeration from room temperature. Both helium and hydrogen require precooling.
1. THE HEAT EXCHANGE MEANS
We have seen that getting low temperature refrigeration will involve the mani-
pulation of gases as that is the one means by which we may induce large temperature
changes. However, the temperature changes are not enough for the low temperatures
we are interested in (4 to 100 0K). The temperature changes possible for three
methods of gas expansion are summarized in the following table.
Drop	 Final Te:rg, from Room Tempo 3000K
Joule-Thomson	 .05 to .20 T 1	285 to 240oK
Isentropic	 .2 to .6 T 1	240 to 1200K
Semi-isentropic	
.2 to .33 T	 240 to 2000K(Gifford-MCM ,hon, etc.) 	 1
A cryogenic refrigerator must have another important part - an efficient heat
exchange means for precooling the gas to be expanded with the gas which has just
expanded. Basically, the heat exchange means, which can be a counter flow heat
exchanger or a thermal regenerator, does not produce any cooling effect. It simply
5
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provides for gas expansion to occur at a low temperature and keeps the loss of the
refrigeration, produced by the gas expansion, to a tolerably low revel.
The Function of the heat exchange means is shown by considering the simplest
basic cryogenic refrigeration system shown schematically in Figure 1. It is composed
of an expansion engine, a counter flow heat exchanger, a compressor, an after cooler,
and a means of absorbing a heat load Q. A temperature plot for the heat exchanger
and expansion engine system is shown in Figure 2.
The load is assumed to be at 50°K. The gas must expand from 60°K to 30°K
because of 10°K AT of the heat exchanger. The heat load is absorbed by thd\gas
in warming up from 30 0X to the 50°K. Thus only 2/3 of the refrigeration produced
is used absorbing the load. The other 1/3 is lost due to the heat exchanger AT
of 10°K.
It is interesting to note that as is always the case with cryogenic
refrigeration, the heat exchanged in the heat exchanger is much larger than the
refrigeration produced. The heat exchanged in the heat exchanger Q1
Q1 = m C  (T 1 .- T2)
.
where m = mass flow
Cp = specific heat at constant pressure
.
Q1 = m Cp 240
The refrigeration produced Q 
Qe=mCp(T2-T3)
=mCp30
6
J
Thus eight times as much heat is exchanged as is refrigeration achieved by
the expansion.
It is intersting to note that if the heat exchanger AT were 30 0K no refrig-
eration would be available. A heat exchange means inefficiency I  is defined
the ratio of AT to temperatures at either end of the heat exchange means.
I =	
AT
e	 T 1 - T4
The inefficiency as shown would be only 2100 = 4%. An inefficiency of 12% would
result in no available refrigeration. It can be seen readily from this that for
good performance in cryogenic refrigerators, highly efficient heat exchange means
are required. Efficiencies of 97% or better are really needed because, without this,
other losses will result in very poor overall refrigerator efficiencies.
Achieving such an efficiency in small devices is not a simple matter. Two
gas streams must run physically separated by walls while in very intimate thermal
contact throughout the length of the heat exchanger. If the efficiency is to he
97% or greater, and the length only 10-12 inches, the gas passages must be of the
order of .020 to .080". This is necessary in order to get sufficiently high heat
transfer coefficients h and areas A to achieve the needed degree of efficiency.
At the same time the counterflowing stream passages must be intermingled. Such
devices are not easy to devise and build. Conduction through the metal of the
heat exchanger must be high between the two gas streams and low from end to end.
A thermal regenerator serves the same function as the counterflow heat ex-
changer in a different way. In its case the gas flows in for a period and then
out for a similar period. In a regenerator the heat is not transferred con-
tenuously from in-flowing gas to out-flowing gas. Rather, the heat flows from
7
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the gas on its way in to find a solid matrix material in the regenerator and is stored
there. Then, later on its way out it picks up the heat again.
It serves the same purpose though in that it allows a gas to flow in from
room temperature, be cooled to almost any low temperature by storing heat in the
regenerator at a continuum of temperatures, expand at the low temperature giving
refrige°ration, exhaust through the regenerator picking up the heat previously stored
so that its temperature is only a small A T cooler than it entered. In this way
only a small part of the refrigeration producod by the expansion of the gas at
the low temperature might be lost.
It has many practical advantages over heat exchangers.
1. For same size the efficiency can be made much better than
heat exchangers.
2. They are very simple and therefore not costly to build.
3. They are very insensitive to impurities. Small amounts of
oil and water vapors do not cause plugging.
Any cryogenic refrigeration system consists of : means of compressing a
gas at room temperature and dissipating the heat generated
YY
Q 	 m C T I Ch) YP	 P
where
m = mass flow rate
C  = constant pressure specified heat
T1 = temperature of compression
C
Y
C
v
-1]
8
RThen gas after cooling in a heat exchange means is allowed to expand with
a resultant refrigeration temperature drop Tr. This makes refrigeration avail-
able at a low temperature equal to
Q = m C T
r	 p r
A part QT of this ideally available refrigeration is lost due to the in-
efficiency I  of the heat exchange means.
.
QT =m C 
D 
I 
e 
(T 1 -Tr)
where
Tr = temperature of refrigeration
In a broad sense all the gas refrigeration processes achieve their refrigeration
in this way. It is true for the Stirling Cycle, Brayton Cycle, turbine systems,
expansion engines, and even the Gifford-McMahon Cycle, Cryomatic Gas Bal zing and
Pulse Tube Refrigeration.
The means by which they achieve expansion and compression may be complex and
novel. However, effectively it is true. A Joule-Thomson system is a special case
which will be treated elsewhere.
2. MULTI--SWAGING CRYOGENIC REFRIGERATION SYSTEMS
In all gas expansion cryogenic refrigeration methods the temperature drop
giving refrigeration is directly proportional to the temperature from which
the gas is expanded. Therefore, the amount of refrigeration available per unit
mass of gas is roughly proportional to the temperature at -which the gas expands.
Since it is all compressed at room temperature the amount of work required in the
9
compressor per unit of heat removed 4 is roughly inversely proportional to the tem-
perature. Some examples of exact functions are
W= Th - TcQ	 T
c
for the Carnot Cycle and
T	 P Y 1
W 
^ h	 h Y - 1Q	 Tc	 k
for the Brayton Cycle
where
T  = High temperature of compression
T  = Temperature of expansion
Ph
 = High pressure
Pi = Low pressure
From this it may be seen readily that it is advantageous to do the expansion
at as high a temperature as possible and thus reduce the work required.
Most low temperature applications for refrigeration have two or more needs for
heat removal. At least one of these may be taken at a temperature higher than the
lowest one with a resultant decrease in work requirement. For example, in any
problem there are heat leaks into the cold region by thermal radiation. This may
put a larger heat removal load on the refrigerator than the main item to be cooled.
This thermal radiation heat leak will be almost the same from 300 0K to 20 0K. Removal
of this heat load at 80 0K with a stage of refrigeration will reduce the compressor's
10
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work requirement to about one quarter. Similar examples may be cited for conduction
heat leak.
Another reason for multi-staging is to reduce the efficiency required of heat
exchangers or regenerators. If a heat exchanger is to operate between 3000K and
100K, and have a AT of 3°K in order that even the most efficiet . expansion device
would give available refrigeration, it would have to have an efficiency of 99%....,
an almost impossible construction job. If it operated from 70 0K, only an efficiency
of 95% would be needed, an easy construction job.
11
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III. CRYOMATIC GAS BALANCING (THE GIFFORD-McMAHON CYCLE)
1. GENERAL THEORY
Cryomatic gas balancing is a preferred method of achieving the Gifford-McMahon
Cycle. A considerable part of its merit lies in the simplicity of components which
are required. In addition to simplicity, the components promise very high re-
liability which is an essential feature required of many cryogenic refrigerators.
Some individuals have questioned whether the Gifford-McMahon cycle is a new
cycle or not.
This can best be answered by considering the definition for a cycle. A cycle
is defined as follows (1) : "When a system in a given state, and the system can be
a mass of gas, goes through a number of different processes and finally returns to
its initial state, the system has undergone a cycle." In the Gifford-McMahon Cycle
all the gas does not proceed through the same series of processes. Hero each little
batch of' gas goes through a different series of processes but does return to the
initial state. The net result is the sum of the actions of all the different
batches of gas which act similarly but differently and return to the same initial
state. Since the definition of a cycle does not preclude this possibility, the
Gifford-McMahon Cycle may legitimately be called a cycle.
It is different from most cycles in the way in which it was devised. Most
cycles Vere devised by planning a series of processes for a gas mass by which
refrigeration or power might be generated efficiently. These can be worked out
before any consideration is given to the equipment with which the gas will be caused
to pass through these processes. For the Gifford-.McMahon Cycle, the procedure
was just the opposite. The operation of some simple equipment was devised which
gave a very significant refrigeration effect and had many practical advaAages.
At a much later date the series of processes (the cycle) which the gas passes
through in such equipment was worked out and described. It is very unlikely that
12
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one would go from the cycle diagrams for the Gifford-McMahon Cycle to the equip-
ment. The series of processes when seen on -a TS diagram are so complex that one
would question the reason for them unless one thinks of the equipment with which
it would be carried out.
The fact that many little segments of the operating gas act differently
causes a problem when an attempt is made to describe it thermodynamically, such
as by plotting it on a Temperature-Entropy diagram. The processes followed by
systems operating on other cycles, such as turbines operating on the Brayton cycle,
can be described by a single line on a T-S diagram. A single area is enclosed
and the areas under lines have special significance. The Gifford-McMahon Cycle,
however, involves a continuum of lines, thus giving areas which overlap. To get
a clear idea of the cycle through reference to a T-S diagram it is necessary to
plot several different 'T-S diagrams for a selection of different batches of gas
which show the different processes which are occurring.
The reasons for the Gifford-McMahon Cycle being useful are of a practical
nature, such as simplicity, reliability and ease of construction. There is,
however, a small sacrifice in efficiency compared to more ideal systems. It
is interesting that in making the constructional details simple, as compared to
the Stirling cycle devices, one makes the thermodynamic analysis aspects more
complex.
In order to make an analysis of the Gifford-McMahon Cycle it is necessary
to have a model to refer to as we show the processes followed by different batches
of gas. This is shown by the schematic diagram, Figure 6,, for the new- method,
Cryomatic Gas Balancing (2) p which applies the Gifford-McMahon Cycle with a minimum
of device complexity. The method achieves refrigeration in a system composed of a
volume divided into several chambers by a .free-floating displacer. Motion of
the displacer is caused by the unbalance of pressures in these chambers resulting
from the delivery and exhaustion of ,gas through the simple rotary cored valve,
13
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As is shown, the closed volume created by the two coaxial cylinders of dif-
ferent size is divided into three var'.able chambers by the free-floating displacer.
The size of ea(;;, chamber depends on the position of the displacer. Chamber (2) at
the intersection of the two cylinders and Chamber (3) at the end of the large
cylinder are interconnected by a small, highly efficient thermal regenerator of
small pressure drop so that both of these chambers are arrays maintained at approx-
imately equal pressure. A suitable seal. separates Chamber (1) from Chamber (2)
so that the pressure in Chamber (1) can be different from that in Chambers (2)
and (3). A rotary cored valve is used to raise the pressure by delivering high
pressure gas from a compressor, or to lower the pressure by exhausting to the low
pressure line from either Chamber (1) or Chambers (2) and (3). The timing between
pressurizing and depressurizing the chambers may be set by the location of the parts
connecting the chambers with the valve.
At the beginning of the series of operations, the displacer is in its topmost
position so that the volumes of Chambers (1) and (2) are zero and
Chamber (3) is at a maximum volume, with the rotating valve reference X at
11:00 o'clock. Low pressure is in all three chambers since the low pressure slot
is opposite both connecting tubes.
When the valve rotates counterclockwise so that reference X passes 9:00
o'clock, it allows high pressure gas to be delivered to Chamber (1) only,
forcing the displacer to move to the bottom position. Gas is transported from
Chamber (3) to Chamber (2). If Chamber (3) is colder, some gas will be exhausted
through the valve as a result of expansion back to the inlet temperature.
When the rotating valve (reference X) passes 6:00 o'clock, high pressure
gas is let into Chambers (2) and (3). This builds the pressure there to the
high pressure while the high pressure is still maintained in Chamber (1). The
displacer does not move.
%:Ien the rotating valve (reference X) passes 3:00 o'clock the pressure drops
in Chamber (1) because of the movement of the low pressure cored slot to a position
iii register with the Chamber (1) connecting tube. This causes an unbalance of
pressure on the displacer so that it moves to its topmost position transferring
the gas in Chamber (2) at a constant high pressure to Chamber (3). If Chamber (3)
is colder, as it will be in operation, additional high pressure gas will be sup-
plied through the valve during this transfer.
When the rotating valve (reference X) passes 12:00 o'clock, it allows the
pressure in Chambers (2) and (3) to drop to a low value because the low pressure
cored slot in the valve is now opposite the Chamber (2) and (3) connecting tubas.
Chamber (1) retains its low pressure as the low pressure slot is still opposite
its connecting tube, so this process takes place without the displacer moving.
This completes the series of operations which is repeated with each revolution
of the valve.
The general nature of the cycle m».y be shown on a T-S diagram by following
what happens to a small part of the gas involved. In Figure g is shown a T-S
diagram for the first gas to enter the refrigerator which contributes to the re-
frigerat.ioi: achieved- It enters the valve at room temperature, T R , point 1 9 and
3xpands through the valve isenthalpically to very nearly the low pressure, P.,
point 2. It is then transferred into Chamber (2) with only a slight pressure
increase. There it is compressed back to the high pressure, P h , point 3, by the
addition of more gas.
In the act of being transferred out of Chamber (2) when the displacer moves
up it will be mixed with additional gas from the supply and comes to a lower tem-
perature, T c , point 4. It is then cooled in the regenerator to the cryogenic
temperature, TR , point 5.
After Chamber (3) has reached its maximum volume the valve next allows this
15
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acold high pressure gas to be exhausted. The expansion before it leaves Chamber (3)
allows it to drop slightly in temperature to 6, giving the refrigeration effect,
before being heated again in the regenerator to 7 and passing through the valve
expanding isenthalpically to the low pressure, point 8 9 at a temperature close
to that of the mixing temperature. Compression and cooling to pass from 8 to 1
is not shown on the diagram as it would obscure the clarity of the other lines.
The complete cycle, of course, involves this also.
It is to be rememberbd that this only represents the action for the first
small fraction of gas to enter the refrigerator. Every other small fraction of
gas will have different diagrams. For example, gas that enters the refrigerator
after the pressure is about half way up will follow the diagram of Figure 9 where
numbers have the same significance as in Figure 8 , All of the gas that is added
at the high pressure during the period when the displacer is moving up does not
proceed throur;h the processes 1 to 4 but mixes directly with t'.:c initial prE;ssur-
izing gas, proceeding from point 1 directly to point 4. A complete set of lines
for all segments of the gas involved would give many overlapping areas. It thus
is a very difficult cycle to put on a T_S diagram.
The diagrams of Figure 8 and 9 , do, however, represent the nature of the
cycle for the gas masses which achieve the refrigeration. They are not very
similar to the Stirling cycle but do enclose an area as any power or refrigeration
cycle must. It can be noticed that they have added features not at all included
in the Stirling cycle.
The reason one prepares any diagram showing any functional relationship,
series of operations, or a cycle, is for the purpose of making it more under-
standable by a simple direct picture. A T-S diagram is selected for many Cycles
because it makes it possible to see clearly the overall operation quickly and
simply including pictorially the heat and work quantities involved. A T-S diagram
Idoes not accomplish this for the Gifford-McMahon cycle. It makes the cycle more
obscure by presenting a rather difficult intellectual problem. Therefore, there
is really no good reason for attempting tc put it on a T-S diagram. It is rather
like solving a heat transfer problem, involving a rectangular block, in spherical
coordinates.
The best method for computing the performance of the Gifford-McMahon cycle has
been shown in previous papers (3) ' (4) ' (5) by consideration of what is going on
in the chambers in an overall way, rather than integrating the effects of all the
different batches of gas with varying actinns.
It has been shown that the total refrigeration, Q, is
Q	 VdP = PdV
for the expansion space or
Q=V(Ph- PR) 	 (1)
where V is the volume of Chamber (3) 9 Ph the high pressure, and P. the low pressure.
In the analysis of a refrigeration cycle, the desired result is an ability to
compute the ideal performance of a proposed system and then also show how each
factor which detracts from this ideal performance affects the total performance.
For a refrigerator the thing you want to know is how much work, W, at room temper-
ature, TR , is required to remove an amount of heat, Q, at a low temperature Tr.
The-work required to compress a given mass of gas, m, in an adiabatic
process is
W MCpTR I(Ph/Pd (Y-1)/Y - 11
	 (2)
where C  is the specific heat of the gas at constant pressure; ­y is the ratio of
specific heats, and T  is the temperature of the gas entering the compressor.
17
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The mass of gas used in the Gifford-McMahon cycle would be the difference be-
tween the mass of gas in Chamber (3) 9 m3 , at the low temperature Tr and high pressure
Ph , and the mass of gas in Chamber (2) at temperature T c , and at the low pressure P. .
1In an actual system the volume of Chamber (1) is small relative to Chamber (2)  J
little accuracy 1.9 lost if it is assumed to be so small that Chamber (2) is equal
in volume to Chamber (3) .
m = m3 - m2	 (3)
Assuming the perfect gas relation is valid,
P V	 P V
m = RT  - R= 	 (^)
r	 c
where R is the gas constant.
The work per cycle is thus
	
P V	 P V
	 Ph
	
W - CT(Ro - R ) [ (P—h )	 - 1]p r 	 (5)
	r 	 c	 k
Dividing Equation (5) by (1)
W	 CpTR [(PhV3/RTr -• P RV2 /RTc)][(Ph/Ppr ) (Y'1)/Y - 1]
Q	 V3(Ph - PQ)
The assumption that Chamber (2) is equal to Chamber (3) and that TR/Tc ^ 1 allows
the relation to simplify to
W	 Cp[(Ph /Pk)(TR/Tr) - 1][(Ph/PR)(Y'1)/Y - 1]
Q	 R(Ph/PQ - 1) (7)
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It is interesting to note that the work per unit heat removed at a low temper-
ature, W/Q, increases as the temperature ratio increases, just as it does for Brayton
cycle refrigerators. For T  of 300 0K and Tr of 800K, Figure 10 shows a plot of
W/Q as a function of pressure ratio from Equation (7) assuming helium is the re-
frigerant. Also shown on the same plot is the relationship for the Carnot cycle
and the Brayton cycle, with and without work recovery. The relation fcr the Carnot
cycle is well known as
W _ (TR Tr)	 (8)
Q	 T
r
and the relation for the Brayton cycle is
Q - [ (TR/Tr ) (Ph/PI) (Y-1)/Y - 1]	 (9)
The Brayton cycle is really the ideal cycle for the refrigerators that are
said to be Stirling cycle refrigerators. The Stirling cycle calls for isothermal
compression and expansion, and the Brayton cycle isentropic compression and ex-
pansion. The .01 second allowed for compression and expansion in the Stirling
cycle devices does not give time for the transfer of an appreciable amount of heat
during these processes. It is not sufficient to cool after compression. To achieve
Stirling cycle efficiency the cooling must occur during the compression.
The Brayton cycle is also the ideal cycle of small expansion engine or turbine
refrigerators, if the work of the expansion device is not recovered. If not, the
ratio of W/Q is given by Equation (9) with the one deleted.
The Gifford-McMahon cycle as seen from the curves requires more work for a
given amount of refrigeration than the Brayton cycle. However, the difference is
not great for small compression ratios which is the way any refrigerator  designed
to use these cycles should be operated. A Gifford-McMahon cycle at a pressure
ratio of 2 is about equivalent to a Brayton cycle at a pressure ratio of 3.5.
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Gifford-McMahon cycle devices work very well with pressure ratios of 1.5 to 2.5.
There is no need to go to higher pressure ratios and thus poorer efficiencies. The
Gifford-McMahon cycle does sacrifice some potential efficiency for its many practical
advantages; this sacrifice, however, is not very great.
2. CRYOMATIC GAS BALANCING MODEL RESULTS AND POTENTIAL
The Cryomatic Gas Balancing refrigerator is quite an easy device to build, as
it involves only two slow-moving parts. Operating speed is only about 50 to 150,
cycles per minute. It can make an excellent refrigerator. Temperatures as low
as 230K have been reached in Chamber (3) with a 1w" diameter displaces operating
at 120 RPM.
It is relatively simple to make a multi-stage unit (Figure 7) where refrig-
eration is developed at two different low temperatures. Only one additional moving
part, the displaces, and an additional thermal regenerator is required. Several
such machines have been built which achieve temperatures as low as 12 0K. An actual
two-stage experimental refrigerator of this type is shown in Figure 11. It has
4 watts refrigeration capacity at 16 0K and 18 watts at 50 0K and has served as the
base for a 4-.2 0K refrigerator which achieved .7 watts at 4.20K.
The practical advantages, as have been described in previous papers, (3)9(4)9(5)
are numerous. They all should lead to high reliability because the basic equipment
components are simple, slow-moving, and not highly stressed components. This is
especially true for the new method, Cryomatic Gas Balancing (2) which applies the
Gifford-McMahon cycle with only two slow-moving parts. The gas seal on the displacer
moves at a rate of 2 to 5 inches per second rather thar. 30 to 50 inches per second
as in some small cryogenic refrigerators. This should make continuous operating
times of 5 9 000 to 10,000 hours a high probability.
An added advantage of the new method is the relative simplicity with which a
different model of new capacity may be developed. There are only a few basic parts
which are all relatively easy to construct so that prototype model development costs
maybe greatly reduced.
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3. GAS BALANCING THERMAL LOSS ANALYSIS
In a previous section a ratio of compressor work W to heat removed 4 at a low
temperature was derived assuming ideal no loss perfect operation. As with any actual
refrigerator, there will be many causes for losses. The most significant ones are
the following:
1. Expansion efficiency.
2. Loss due to AT of regenerator.
3. Loss due to pressure drop through the regenerator.
4. Losstdue t:. end to heat leak along the displacer.
5. Loss due to gas requirement to fill regenerator which gives no refrigeration.
It would be an advantage to-compute a performance efficiency for each of these
effects so that an actual a could be computed from the ideal one 	 a of equation
(7) divAded by all the various efficiencies.
W W
	 1
Q r^ Q i EeEATEpEMEV
Where
E  = Expansion space efficiency
E^T = Beat exchange system efficiency
.;Ap 
= An efficiency taking into account Ap losses
EM = An efficiency taking account of motional heat leak
E  = An efficiency taking into account excess volume in the system.
Each of the E's may be a function of the system parameters and other E's for that
matter. A derivation of the functional relations for these E's follows:
1. The expansion space efficiency Ee
 -:ill probably be quite as we are including
the losses usually included in expansion engine efficiencies elsewhere. It probably
should be about 
.95•
2. The efficiency due to AT of the regenerator may be computed from calculating
what fraction of refrigeration available is not lost due to the AT of the regenerator.
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The reftigeration available From the expansion space would be
Qe = Ee V (Ph - P^)
The:1oss due to regenerator inefficiency I
e 
will
Q A =Ie ( TR - Tr)
Therefore
EA V ( Ph — PI ) _ Io (T -^
EAT -	 E  V (Ph - Pi
I (T _ T )
EAT=1-E
e	 h
V P -P
^
P h V = RTr
C  I  U  - Tr)
EDT 1	 E R Tr (Ph
 - P)_V,
h T
I	 R	 - 1
e T
EAT 1	 E R	 P
e 1 - I.,
C 	 Ph 
°
It is interesting to note that thil heat exchange efficiency of the system is a
function of temperatures, pressures, expansion space efficiency, E  and inefficiency
of the regenerator. It is not to be'$.confused with the regenerator efficiency (1 - I
e ).
A regenerator inefficiency of 1% can cause EAT to be 60% or even lower.
3. The efficiency caused by pressure drop losses E A p will be the ratio of the re-
frigeration with Op losses to that under ideal conditionz^ with no losses.
4. Em
 is the motional heat leak efficiency. It is the biggest, heat 1_eak into
small refrigerators of this type. It is due to reciprocating motion of two surfaces
with steed temperature gradients in thim. The effect may be understood by reference to
Figure 5.	 The temperature of the displacer and cylinder will only 'be the .ame for
the displacer half way down. When it is at the top it will be everywhere colder than
the cylinder and heat will be transferred from the cylinder to the displacer.
At the bottom the displacer will be hotter and heat will be transferred from the
displacer to the cylinder. 	
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In the canter, heat will be transferred back and forth between the displacer and the
cylinder. Each transfer, however, will pass the heat one stroke S further down the
grlinder. The'^net neat reaching bottom car, be computed from conduction across gas layer
when displacer is at the bottom.
B k A AT
Q  =	 L
Where
k = Thermal conductivity of the gas
A = Surface area = Sn D
AT  = Temperature difference built up at bottom
(TR - Tr ) S
2L
g
L = Thickness of gas layer t
E Amount of time of displacer with maximum ao
= to approximately 1/3
kSTrD (TR - Tr ) S
	
Qm	 3 tg 2Lg
k Tr S2 D (TR - TS )
	
Qm	 6 T L
g g
The Em
 will be the ratio of ideal refrigeration available minus Q 
frigeration
_ k7rS2 D ( TR - Tr)
N Y (Ph P1 )	 6 t  L 
E
	
m	 N Y (Ph - P1)
k Tr S$ 0 ( TR - Tr ) 4
E - 1 -
	
m	 Ejt,g Lg	 S
2. k - S (TR - Tr)
E = 1 -
	
m	 3t  L  D N (Ph - P1)
to ideal re-
5. The E  can be computed by taking ratio of gas required to operate expansion
space to this gas plus the gas required to raise and lower the pressure in the re-
generator.
2 ,^
.30
	 i j
e  h
T
r
E  = V_.. + V  h_P1
T.
r	 a
Where
T a = Average tempprature in regenerator.
1
EV -	 V 
Tr Ph _ P1)
1 +
V  T a Ph
4. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS
The gas balancing test refrigerator is a single stage cryogenic refrigerator
designed to provide the data needed to evaluate its performance. The test refrig-
erator used and the test setup are shown in Figures 12 and 13.
The refrigerator's instrumentation consisted of two pressure transducers, one
connected to the expansion chamber and the second to the top of the regenerator,
a displacement transducer connected to the displacer, and six thermocoupl9s. A
regenerator insert was also provided to faciAtate easy removal of regenerators
for regenerator performance tests.
To ascertain the refrigerator's performance a PV diagram for the expansion
chamber was established by connecting the first transducer to the vertical input
of an oscilloscope and the displacement transducer to the horizontal : i-nput of the
oxcilloscope. The area inscribed by the PV diagram thus gave the available refrig-
eration produced by the unit. The actual refrigeration produced was measured by
the electrical'heater mounted to the heat exchanger. Tho temperature at which the
refrigeration was available was recorded by a thermocouple.
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The effect of regenerator length; using 150 mesh bronze screens, on the per-
formance of the unit was found by varying the regenerator's length and recording the
heat load at a given refrigeration temperature.
Calculations
a. Maximum available refrigeration
W = NVAP
V = volume = 8.275 x 10 4ft3
LB
AP n (Ph PL 385 - 1.50 = 235 psi = 3.381 x 10 I' F1'
N = Piston speed = 140 rpm
W = 88.6 watts
b. Actual available refrigeration
W = (82`0(88.6) watts = 72.5 watts
c. Heat added
V2 	 2
0a = R = 047 = 44.2
d. Heat losses
QL = (72.5 - 44.2) watts = 28.3 watts
e. Efficiency
n- 44' 2 - 61972.5 
f. Regenerator losses
QR = (2m)CpAT - Ie (2m)Cp (Th - Tc)
Cp 1.25 Btu
m
a
(Th - T 
C ) a (300°K - 82°K) w 218°K = 392°R
NPV
RT
N = piston speed • 140 rpm
P m (240 + 1.4.7)psia - 3.67 x 10 4 LB 
V a 8.275 x 10-4 ft3
Ft-LBf
R - 386.0 LB
M
T = 82°K - 148 "R
The mass flew is
LB
m • 0.0744 min
and
QR w Ie(1281)watts
From regenerator inefficiency test,,, I  was found to be 1% for 150 mesh bronze
screens and a 10 SUM flow rate. This gives
QR
 = 12.81 watts
6
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g. Motional heat leak
kgnDS 2Ct
 (Th - T 
QM 	 2L t
g
S a .0775 ft
D•.125ft
(Th - Tc )	 461°R (Temp. d'.fference recorded by themo-
w	 couples 3 and 6 Fig. 38.)
L = .544 ft
t	 .005 ft
g
Btukg ^ .00 
 ft O F @82 °K
CT m 1/3
and
QM . 14.8 watts
h. Calculated losses
QL = 14.8 watts + 12.81 watts = 27.61 watts
5. RESULTS
At the present level of development, the gas balancing refrigerator can achieve
an efficiency of 61%. This efficiency was obtained for the operating conditions:
Ph = 385 psig
PL
 = 150 i't Ag
N = 140 RPM
T = 82°K
c
Reg. length = 3.5 in., 150 mesh bronze screens
A displacer speed of 140 was selected for these performance tests because,
as shown in Figure 1,5 9 the available refrigeration reached its maximum value in
this region. Under these operating conditions the PV diagram shown in Figure,14
was recorded, and from the diagram the available refrigeration was calculated at
72.5 watts. The applied heat load was 44.2 watts resulting in losses amounting
to 28.3 watts. These losses, however, can be accounted for by the regenerator thermal
loss and the motional hest leak loss.
Previous regenerator tests showed that for a flow rate or 10 SCFM, the regen-
erator inefficiency is 1%. A 1% regenerator inefficiency for this unit results in
a thermal loss of 12.8 watts. From motional heat leak theory, the calculated mo-
tional heat leak is 14.8 watts. This gives a total calculated heat loss of
27.6 watts as compared to the measured loss of 28.3 watts.
Heat Load--Regenerator Length Characteristics
Speed (RPM) Mesh Reg. Length (in.) Temp. OK Heat Load (watts)
140 150 3.r; 82 44
14u 150 5.0 82 39
This 'cable gives the heat loads recorded for a 150 mesh regenerator 3.5 in.
long and a 150 mesh regenerator 5 in. long. The increase in refrigeration for the
F__
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3.5 in. regenerator can be attributed to the increase in the inscribed area of the
PV diagram. The 5 in. regenerator caused an increase in the pressure drop across
the regenerator. Thus as the piston moves down, expelling the gas, it experiences
a larger upward fo rce due to the pressure increase in the expansion chamber. The
decrease in the PV area is shown by the short dashed line in Figure 14.
Figure 15 shows that both the available refrigeration and the refrigeration
temperature; recorded by thermocouple number and located at the base of the heat
exchanger, Figurel3,; attair optimum values in the neighborhood of 140 RPM. The
available refrigeration curve was found by applying to the unit, at each piston
speed setting, a heat load that would maintain thermocouple number 2 at 82 OK. At
each speed setting the available refrigeration was calculated from the inscribed
area of the recorded PV diagram. The temperature variation curve was found by
applying a constant heat load, 44.2 watts, to the system and then recording the
temperature of thermocouple number 2 at each piston speed setting.
Theoretically, the temperature should continue to decrease and the available
refrigeration should continua to increase as the piston speed is raised above
140 RPM. For the available refrigeration this is readily apparent from Equation
(10) which shows that W is directly proportional to the N. This increase in W, with
the heat load, Q , . held constant, also makes available more cooling in the gas
passing from the he.: exchanger to the regenerator. Thus the cold end of the re-
generator will become colder, and in turn lower the temperature sensed by thermo-
couple number 2. However, to achieve this ideal operation would require a gas having
no viscosity, and a friction free piston seal assembly. Since neither is possible,
time lags present in the piston motion and the expansion chamber pressurization
and depressurization processes reduce the available refrigeration above 140 RPM.
In Figure 16a, the ideal piston motion and pressure changes are represented by
I
the square waves. Under this ideal operation there is no overlapping of the curves.
of the curves. That is, the step changes in each of the curves occur while the
other curve remains at a constant value. The corresponding PV diagram for this
square wave operation is given by the curve 1, 2 9
 4, 59 1 in Figure 16b. The time
lag, however, produces periods when both curves are changing magnitude at the same
time, and the overlapping of the curves causes a rounding off of the corners of the
PV diagram as shown by curve 1 9 3 9 4 9 6, 1 in Figure 16b. As the piston speed is
further increased, the overlapping becomes greater and the PV diagram takes the
elliptical shape shown by curve 1,4 9 1 in Figure 16b.
These curves reireal that there is an optimum operating range for the gas bal-
ancing refrigerator, and they ena}'3d an optimum speed to be selected for the thermal
loss analysis presented in this section.
6. DISCUSSION
From this experimental investigation a more precise understanding of thermal
losses in a gas balancing refrigerator was gair:ed. These losses, as was shown,
manifest themselves primarily in regenerator losses and motional heat leak. These
two thermal losses contribute to a unit inefficiency of 39%.
The unit's inefficiency calculations were based on an inscribed PV area of
82% of the theoretical maximum area, and from the diagram the mass flow was cal-
culated at .0744 Lb In 	 Since only 82% of the theoretical diagram was achieved
it would seem reasonable -to expect that the best way to improve the unit's perfor-
mance would be to increase the area of the PV diagram. By increasing the diagram
to 100° r,f the theoretical diagram the available refrigeration would go up from
72.5 to 88.6 watts. However, a square diagram would mean that the expansion chamber
has to be filled with gas at the high pressure instead of gas at some lower pres ­
sure. Thus the mass flow would increase to .1165 Lb In 	 resulting in thermal
regenerator losses of 20.1 watts instead of 12.8 watts.
Because of the increase in the 'hermal regenerator losse>; the unit's efficiency
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would not be improved. This shows that in order to improve the refrigerator's
performance, investigations will have to be concentrated towards reducing the thermal
losses.
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IV. PULSE TUBE REFRIGERATION
The heat pumping mechanism of pulse tube refrigeration is not just found
in the cylindrical pulse tubes that are currently being investigated, but
also occurs in any other nlosed volume that is subject to a systematic pres-
surization and depressurization. In its more general form the heat pumping
mechanism is called surface heat pumping
1. SURFACE HEAT PUIPING EFFECT
Surface heat pumping is caused by an unusual interaction between
fluid displacement along a surface, energy change in the fluid, and heat exchange
with ,the surface, as a result of a periodic change of pressure of the gas.
The mechanism can best be visualized from consideration of the closed tubular
1
model shown in Figure 17 A small element of gas at x° with temperature T 1
 is
displaced to X11 as a result of pressurizing the tube by supplying gas from the
left end. Also, as a result of pressurizing the element of gas there is an
energy increase in the gas which produces a change in the temperature of the
gas. It is possible that the element will be in thermal equilibrium with the
wall but more likely the gas will be compressed along a polytropic path, or if the
pressure change is fast enough so that essentially no heat is transferred from
the element, then an isentropi- path is followed, as shown by the dashed line in
Figure 1 9 reaching a temperature of T 1 11 , If the pressure in the tu'e is now
held constant, heat will flow from the gas to the wall, eventually cooling to
T2 1 . When gas is now allowed to flow out of the tube and -the pressure reduced
to its initial value the element will return to the vicinity of its initial
position but will have a temperature T211 which is lower than T 1 'o The cycle
is completed by maintaining the pressure constant while heat flows from the
gas to the wall, returning the temperature to T1°.
J2
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The net effect of this cycle has been the removal of heat from the wall at
X' and the depositing of that heat in the wall at X". This effect occurs through-
out the tube and produces a heat pumping effect from the open end to the closed
end.
While this effect occurs in any volume, there are several factors which
enhance the effect. First, the flow should be smooth and uniform so that a
regular and not a random pattern of heat pumping is established. Second, the
heat exchange with the walls when-the gas is at its extreme positions should be
large relative to the heat that is exchanged while it is moving.
For the present it will be considered that there is no viscous drag
from the surfaces so that the gas flowing back and P)rth in the volume shown
In Figure F has a constant velocity across the cross section of the tube. If
the pressure change occurs fast enough then heat transfer during the pressure
change is negligible and the gas follows an isen±ro. ,ic path. The temperature is
thus related to the pressure, P, according to the well known thermodynamic re-
lation,
T" - T' (P"/p t ) (Y-1) /Y
	
(1)
in which a single prime denotes the initial condition and the double prime de-
notes the final condition.
The assumption of an isentropic process throughout the tube with -Iniform
velocity across the cross section also permits the use of the relation between
temperature and displacement.
T" - T'(X'/X")Y-1 	 (2)
At any given point along the wall the temperature will assume some value
between the temperature of the gas adjacent to it when the pressure is low and
the temperature of the gas when the pre:,sw-e is high. Heat will be exchanged
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with the wall and pumped along the wall until the condition is reached that the
gas temperature coincides with the wall temperature everywhere along the tube.
If now the temperature at X = X 0
 is held at, T o
 (Figure Wand the temperatures
in the rest of the tube are allowed to come to equilibrium with the gas, under
the condition in which no heat is being pumped, then the temperature in the
tube at X, T(x) will be
Tx)	 X0 Y-1	 (3)
T	 ^X0
This action will occur for virtually any pressure change which causes a
displacement of the gas in the tube. Small pressure ratios of 1.5 to 2.0 will
cause the mechanism which will give the heat pumping action. As can be seen,
the temperature changes built up in the walls depend on volume ratios in the
tube. Therefore, the temperature differences it would be possible to build up
in a tube would be very great relative to that defined by the pressure changes
in Equation (1).
As the temperature pattern gets near to that defined by Equation (3) the
temperature differences become smaller and smaller and the heat pumping action
is greatly-reduced. One might expect to approach this temperature pattern but
in an actual tube there would be some conduction and heat exchange losses which
would prevent one from actually reaching it.
Let us now see how the viscous drag of the rube surfaces will affect the
heat-pumping action. To visualize this best, let us consider our oscillating
flow again in the same tube. Due to the fact that the walls pause a viscous
drag on the gas, the flow will be slower at the walls and faster in the center
when the pressure oscillations are instigated. As a result, the gas near the
wails will not be displaced as far by the pressure oscillations as the gas in
the center of the tube.
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To see how this variation in gas displacement will affect the heat pumping
phenomenon, let us assume the tube has the ideal temperature pattern in it de-
fined by Equation (3) and shown in Figure 18. In such a case the gas that is
displaced the average distance will not have a temperature difference which will
cause a heat transfer with the walls. As this gas is displaced its temperature
will coincide with that of the wall. Thus, this gas would have no tendency to
create a heat pumping action.
The gas near the surfaces, however, will vary as much in temperature as the
average gas but will not move so far. It will only be displaced from X 1 ' to X1",
instead of the average displacement from X 2 ' to X2 " as shown in Figure 2. As
a result it will be hotter than the tube at X 1 " and colder at X 1 '. It will,
therefore, heat the tube at X1 " with cooling of the gas and cool the tube at
X1 ' with heating of the gas. The net result is the transfer of heat from X1'
to X1 " against a temperature gradient. This action is, of course, true for
every section of the tube. There thus is a very positive heat pumping action
at the surface even when the effect described, assumirg no viscosity, is no
longer possible.
At the center of the tube gas will be displaced farther than the average,
between X3 ' and X3" and will build up temperature differences with respect to
the walls which would tend to pump heat in the opposite direction if there were
heat transfer between this gas and the walls. However, the walls are not avail-
able to the central gas and thus its temperature will just rise and fall with
-the displacements in an essentially reversible manner.
2. PULSE TUBE REFRIGERATION CHARACTERISTICS
The basic mechanism which produces the heat pumping is initially a pressure
change which builds a temperature pattern in the gas followed by heat transfer
to the walls. This is followed by a decrease in pressure, building another tem-
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perature pattern in the gas followed by heat transfer from the walls to the gas.
The temperature patterns are such that heat received from the walls is transferred
back to the wall at a point closer to the closed and giving the heat pumping effect.
The pressure changes may be made at any speed. Time, however, must be
allowed for heat transfer from the gas to the wall. The time can be either too
short so that very little of the heat is transferred to the walls, or so long
that time is wasted when little or nothing is happening. There thus is an optimum
or more, or less ideal speed.
Determining the exact temperature changes in the gas with pressure, dis-
placement, and heat transfer is very complex. However, due to a great similarity
in problems of non-steady heat transfer from volumes, it is possible to deduce
some fundamental characteristics about the optimum pulse rate for a round closed
tube even though the exact time t.amperature pattern in the tube is now known.
If most of the hoat is exchanged with the walls at a cunstant pressure, then
the significant terms in the heat transfer equation are
BT* ND a*A2T
where the * superscript denotes the parameters which have been made dimension-
less by the characteristic group a/ND 2. In this equation time, T , is made
dimensionless by the reciprocal of the pulse rate N, the incremental distance
squared associated with the differential operator 02 is made dimensionless by the
diameter squared, D 2 , and the thermal diffusivity a* by a characteristic value
of a . Equivalent performance will be obtained in a pulse tube if the value
of the characteristic group, a/ND 2 9 is the same.
Different from sound, the length does not affect this optimum pulse rate.
It does, however, indicate that any chambar where it is hoped the surface heat
pumping would be a maximum should have a constant equivalent diameter so that
r
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all of it can operate at the ideal pulse rate.
The fact there is an optimum speed which is quite small for large volumes
is partially responsible for its not beina noticed before. For example, a 1i"
tube would have an ideal speed of only about 8 pulses per minute, a rather un-
common frequency, and heat flow in such a case is very small per unit area.
Therefore, not very large temperature differences would be built up to be noticed.
There have probably bee ?
 many unaxplained hot spots in equipment involving gas
under pressure where fluctuations occur which were due to this phenomenon.
Another interesting fact about the nature of the heat pumping phenomenon
may be deduced from the simple picture of heat transfer to and from the gas.
The fraction of the total gas in the tube which is effective in the heat transfer
at a given value of a/ND 2 will be independent of tube diameter. Thus the
refrigeration produced per cycle Q will be proportional to the diameter squared
times the length, L,
Q = CD2L	 (5)
where C is the proportionality constant.
The net refrigeration rate, q, will be equi to the product of Q and no,
the optimum pulse rate.
q = Gino
	(6)
q = Cno 2L	 (7)
If operation is to be at the optimum value of the characteristic number,
Co
 = ( (x/ND2 ) o 9 then
q = C a L/C o
	(8)
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This leads to the surprising conclusion that all tubes with equal total
length and top length, but different diameters, produce the same amount of cooling
if all the operating conditions are held the saniv except for the speed, which
must be kept proportional to 1/D2. Thus, small diameter tubes operating at hijh
speeds produce just as much cooling as large diameter tubes operating at low
speeds.
3. TEST RESULTS
Figure 22 shows typical to.5t.results for a scat of teats at the same operating
condi.tion with the heat load varied. The lower curve shows the relation between
the applied heat load and the cold end temperature while the top curve shows the
relation between the measured heat pumping rate and the cold end temperature.
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Since radiation and conduction losses are negligible, the difference between the two
curves is essentially the thermal loss in the regenerator. When both ends of the
regenerator are at the same temperature, i.e., room temperature, then the regenerator
losses are zero and the two curves intersect.
Extrapolating the test data to the condition for which the heat pumping rate
is -aero shows that the cold end temperature would be T co as predicted by the model,
Equation (3). All the test results substantiate this within reasonable limits.
It is noted that tho test points fall on straight lines. Since the heat pumping
rate is proportional to the temperature difference between the gas and the walls
it is to be expected that there would be & linear relationship between the cold
end temperature and the heat pumping rate. The heat input data will also fall
on a :straight line because the regenerator thermal losses are directly proportional
to the difference in temperature between the hot -nd cold end.
In order to see the relationship bets-een the other variables more clearly the
cooling capacity at a given cold end temperature is used to represent the entire
curve. This is possible because all tubes with the same volume ratio have the
same value of Tco and thus one point on the curve defines it if the hot end tem-
perature is the same for all.
Figure 73 is a plot of the effect on cooling capacity of varying the pressure
for pulse tub6 No. 25 :,perating at a speed of 40 RPM and a cold end temperature
of 3000R. It shows that for a given pressure ratio the cooling capacity increases
almost linearly with increasing pressure. If the high pressure is held constant
and the low pressure decreased tree cooling increases more rapidly at lower pressures.
Figure 2Lshows the effect of changing the speed while holding the pressures
constant for pulse tube No. 25 operating at a cold end temperature of 350°R.
The cooling capacity increases linearly with speed at the very low speeds then
approaches a maximum hea p
 pumping rate assymptotically. If the pressure in the
f
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tube reaches the high and low values in a square wave then the maximum amount of
heat would be pumped even at very high speeds because heat is always flowing to
the wall for half the time with the same initial temperature gradient. In actual
practice pressure drop in the regenerator would prevent the pressures from changing
completely and the cooling capacity would fall off at high speeds.
Figure 25 shows a comparison of three pulse tunes with the same top length
and diameter but different total lengths having volume ratios of .10, .15 and .20.
When operating at the same speed and pressures with the top at roor.temperature,
it is seen that for each tube the curve through the test points extrapolates to
the value of Tco for each tube as predicted by Equation (3). It is also inter-
esting to note that the three curves are almost parallel. This is p.-obably
explained by the fact that the same mass of gas is pushed into the top of the
tube with each pulse, and the temperature change in the gas is proportional to
the difference in temperature between the hot and cold end of the tube. The
higher heat pumping rate of the longer tubes is probably due to the fact that
the gas is preheated to a higher temperature before entering the top in the longer
tubes.
Figure 26 is the test correlation for test code 2 which confirms the fact
that the heat pumping rate is directly proportional to length of the tube, every-
thing-els© being equal. Test results for three tubes of different lengths with
volume ratios of .15 9
 diameter of 3/4" amd operating at the same conditions show
that all of the data falls on a common line when the .neat pumping rate length is
plotted against the cold end temperature.
"'he test results for test code 1 are shown in Figure 27. This is a plot of
Yeat pumping rate vso cold end temperature for three tubes of different diameter,
2, 4 and 3j4 inches. All throe tubes have the same volume ratio, .15 and two of
the tubes have the same length. The heat purriping rate for the other tube has
I
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been adjusted in proportion to its length to be comparable to the other test data.
Test results with the y" diameter tube were obtained with a different calorimeter
which might explain some of the scatter of these points.
The results, however, do confirm Equation (8) which states that tubes of
different diameters but the same lengths will pump the :same amount of heat if
they are operating at the sam=e value of a /ND 2 . For these tests a was held con-
stant by operating at the same pressures and the speeds set such that the value
of ND  was the same.
Test results for air show similar relations as the results for helium. The
amount of test work done with air was limited because air directly from the air
supply was too Dirty and air in the compressor system caused two compressor burn-
outs.
Figures 28 and 79 are pictures of the tubes that were tested. Figure 28
shows pulse tube No. 27 mounted on the calorimeter described in this report and
Figure 29 shows the w inch diameter pulse tube, No. 33 9 mounted on a different
calorimeter.
4. EMPIRICAL FORMULATION
The rather simple relationships between all of the pulse tube variables
Suggest the possibility of combining them into a general equation that will pre-
dict the heat pumping rate as a function of gas properties, geometric parameters,
and operating conditions. It is realized that any such correlation of the test
data based on such a general equation would be confirmation of its validity only
for the range of the variables that has been covered in this test program.
Experimental evidence shows that tubes of different diameters operate best
at the same value of ND 2 . This seems to indicate that the Fourier number does
in fact characterize the heat transfer in pulse tube refrigeration. Solutions
to heat transfer problems that are sima.:L^ x -t.^ t vi.s =..re of the form
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q = gm(1_e_
CNF
 )
	
(13)
where qm is the heat pumping rate for NF
 approaching infinity - i.e., very low
pulse rates. If qm can be computed and q measured, then a plot of q/cam versus NF
should lead to the value of the constant C.
It has been observed too that the cold end temperature of a pulse tube re-
frigerator increases linearly with an increase in heat load, everything else being
held constant. If qmh is used to denote the pseudo-maximum heat pumping rate when
the cold end temperature T c , is equal. to the hot end temperature, Th , and Tco
is used to denote the cold end temperature when no heat is being pumped, then
for everything else being held constant the following relation is observed;
qm = qmh (Tc-Tco)/(Th-TCO)
	 (14 )
The model describing the heat pumping mechanism predicts that for the case
when q = 0 then the cold end temperature is
Tco 
= Th(L0/Lt) Y-1	 (15)
The heat pumping rate is the product of the cooling per pulse, Q, and the pulse
rate.
q = Q 	 (^6)
qmh = Qmh n
	
(17)
The description of the heat pumping mechanism says that the cooling per pulse
is equal to the heat deposited in the top by gas which has been pushed up from the
lower part of the tube. Q is -thus of the form
Q=mCp AT	 (18)
in which m is the mass of gas that flows into the top from the lower part of the
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tube and AT is the temperature change of the gas while it is in the top.
Consider the case when operation of the 1:Llbe is first started and the tube
is at temperature T  throughout. As a result of isentropic compression the dif-
ference in temperature between the gas and the wall will be
6 Tmh = Th (Ph /P R) 1 - Th
	
(i9)
The subscript m is used there because this is the maximum change that can occur
in the gas temperature and the subscript h denotes 'he special case when the cold
end is at the same temperature as the hot end.
The mass of gas that is involved is equal to the difference between the mass
of gas in the top at the end of the low pressure period and the mass of gas in the
top at the end of the high pressure period. For the case under consideration
in which enough-time is allowed for all the heat to flow from the gas to the wall
the gas temperature at the end of each phase will be Th and the mass of gas is thus
	
M = (Ph - P R ) Vo/RTh	 (20)
The top volume, Vo , can be expressed in terms of its length, L o , and diameter, D,
	
M = (Ph - P Q) 7r D2Lo/4RTh	 (21)
As an approximation then, the maximum heat pumped per pulse when the tube is at
the hot end temperature is
	
P^) 7rD2 L	 Ph Y-1o
Qmh	 .y 4 RT	 C Th [ (P ) Y -
 1]	
(22)
	
h	 P	 k
Equations (17) and (14) are used with (22) to give gnxfor some other cold end
temperature. 'When this is substituted into (13) the expression for the heat
pumping rate is obtained.
'J
S-V
T  - Tco nnD2Lo
 Cv (Ph - P R) Ph ^	
-CNF
q ' (T - T )
	 R	 [(p )	 - 1](1 - e	 )	 (23)h	 co	 k
Preliminary analytic studies show that the Fourier number show l be computed
on the basis of gas properties that prevail during the high pressure period. The
characteristic value of the Fourier number is thus computed on the basis of the gas
properties at the hot end temperature and, the high pressure.
The IBM 7070 computer at the Syracuse University Computing Center was used
to compute the ratio of q/qm and NF
 for all of the tests using Equation (23).
There was a spread of data which seemed to be related to the pressures and also
a difference for tubes of different length ratios. It was found that the pressure
difference term has to be replaced by the terwn P h (Ph/345)' 375 . The correction
for tubes with different length ratios is based on the observation from Figure 9
that tubes with a lower volume ratio pump more heat. This is attributed to the
fact that the gas is preheated to a higher temperature before it enters the top.
The correction factor for this is (Lt/Lo ) Y -ti
The final form of the heat pumping equation is
2
(Lt /L0 ) Y-1 T 	 Tco Lo D CC
	
Ph .375
345)q	 3.61	 ( Th - Tco )	 R Ph ( 
P 
Y-1
[ ( P h) Y - 1 ] ( 1 - e-CNF) (24)
The constants in this equation apply for q in watts, L and D in inches, n in RPM
and Ph in psia.
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The test data for helium with a heat pumping rate greater than 3 watts is shown
in Figure 30. From this plot the value of the constant C that gives best fit
for Equation ( 24) is C = 26.6. Figure 31 shows the test results for air. There
is not enough test data to evaluate the constants for air but the curve is seen
to be substantially different than the helium data.
Air has a thermal diffusivity that is about seven times less than that for
helium at given conditions, thus the performance of a given pulse tube with air
is substantially less than the performance with helium. Being a diatomic gas
Eauation (15) also indicates that a tube operating with air will not get as cold.
This empirical relation, Equation (24), will be very useful in predicting the
heat pumping rata of pul^e tubes that fall within the reg",on of the variables that
were considered in this test program.
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Test Data for Pulse Tube No. 25 - Heat Pumping Rate, Wall Temperature,
and Wall Temperature Change
Symbol Mean_ inn Units
D Tube Diameter Inches
L Total Length of
LO Top Length
PH High Pressurc, psis
PL Low Pressure psia
N Pulse Rate RPM
WI Watts In, Cold End Watts
WO Watts Out, Top Watts
T Temperature of Wall 0 
DT Temperature Change of Wall 0 
During One Cycle
Subs
C
	
Cold End
H
	
Hot End
195
	
Wall Positions
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5. MULTI STAGE PULSE TUBES
From the very start of the work on Pulse Tube Refrigeration it was realized
that they could be staged together so that very low temperatures could be achieved,,
If there was not a possibility of multi staging, there would not have been a good
reason for a great deal of work on pulse tubes. Whereas temperatures much lower
than can be achieved with the freons can be obtained with single stage pulse tubes,
there is i,)t that much interest in that temperature range, -100 to -220°F. The
cryogenic temperatures -300°F and colder are of much more interest.
The problem of the analysis of a multi-stage pulse tube is very much more com-
plex than that of the single stage unit and it, of course, depends on the single
stage analysis. Therefore, before multi-stage analytical work can be very valuable
it is necessary to have very good confidence in our understanding of the basic
single stage system. Although considerable progress has been made, there still is
a great deal to be done.
As a result, our work on multi-stage pulse tubes has been limited and confined
to two objectives:
a. Definite experimental confirmation of the fact that multi-staging can
be accomplished.
'Ip	 b. Multi-stage units can attain cryogenic temperatures in small sizes which
might be of interest in small spot coolers.
Both of these objectives have been accomplished. Two small two-stage pulse
r^ tubes were built and tested. The initial one achieved 95°K and a later one, which
was slightly modified, achieved 79.5°K.
In addition to this substantial time has been spent in attempts at multi-stage
Ianalysis and some worthwhile understanding has been attained. However, the con-
dition of this work is not believed to be sufficiently well organized to be pre-
sented at this time.
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V. . REVERSIBLE  PULSE TUBE REFRIGERATION
1. THEORY
A Pulse Tube Refrigerator operated with valves loses greatly in efficiency
due to irreversible isenthal,#c expansion through the valves. This basic method
inefficiency can be eliminated by replacing the valves and compressor system with a
piston and chamber which can be varied in size from zero to a maximum one by a motion
of the piston. Figure 40 shows such a schematic reversible Pulse Tube Refrigerator.
It requires work to decrease the volume and push the gas through the regenerator
and heat exchanger into the Pulse Tube, increasing the pressure. This work would
come partly from the motor and partly from the flywheel by slowing it down slightly.
When the piston, however, moves back the gas does work as the gas expands out of
the pulse tube into the opening chamber made by the receding piston. This energy
will be restored to the flyw'.eel. In this way much of the irreversible loss;,
expansion through the valves is eliminated.
If a Frictionless system with no pressure drop through the regenerator and
heat exchanger is hypothesized, the net work done by the piston must 'be due to the
cycle carried out by the total enclosed gas. The sum of all the little differential
packets of gas which make up the enclosed volume will determine the net ideal work
which will necessarily have to be supplied by the moving piston.
In order for a differential gas packet to cause a necessity for work on the
moving face of the piston, it is necessary that its volume be greater during com-
pression than during expansion so that more work is required for compression than
is recovered during expansion. Cycles for a differential gas packet can be plotted
on a PV diagram as shown in Figure 3Z•: In such a cycle the volume being greater
during comp2-ession than during expansion results in a work quantity from the moving
piston of areas A + B of which only A is recovered. Therefore, the net work re-
quired by this differential packet is equal to area B.
i.
We = mcvT1
approximated by
Ph Y -1
{(p-) Y	 -1 }
k
If there is no volume difference during compression and expansion, then work re-
cei.ved and recovered would be the same as shown in Figure 32 and no net work
would be required from the moving face of the piston. Work for compression would
come from the flywheel. However, the work returned would be of equal magnitude.
In Figure 39- is shown a differential gas packet cycle which would deliver
energy to the moving face of the piston. Suc:& a cycle would, have an engine
driving effect.
Consider now the actual reversible pulse tube operation. It is expected
that compression would occur quite rapidly so that very little heat is trans-
(erred. Then a pause occurs during which heat is transferred to the walls of
the tube giving half of the pulse tube refrigeration effect. This causes all
the differential gas packets which are cooled to shrink and the total pressure
to drop at constant total volume. Expansion then occurs quickly so that therf,
is relatively little heat transfer. This is followed by a pause during which
heat is transferred from the walls to the gas giving the other half of the pulse
tube refrigeration effect. This heat transfer causes all the differential gIALi
packets which are heated to expand, increasing the pressure in the whole system
at constant volume.
The integrated effect for all the gas packets could be plotted as the PV
diagram shown in Figure 33. The volume here includos the chamber volume 'by the
piston, 1--he regenerator volume, and the pulse tube volum -. The compression acid
expansion are a mixture of isothermal compression in the regenerator, nearly
isentropic compression in the piston chamber, and effectively a n, ;uination of
the two in the pulse tube.
If compression were assumed isentropic the work of compression W e
 can be
where
m = total mass of enclosed gas
c  = constant volume elp—
 ific heat
T1
 = temperature prior to compression
Ph
 = high pressure
P k = low pressure
The work recovered W  would be
j 
Wr
 = mcvT2
Y-1
P	 Y(ph
R
-1 )
The net 
n 
would be the differegce between the two
PW	 me (T - T) { (h) Y - 1}
n	 v 1	 2	 PR
1
W ^ me T ( 1 - T2 ) {(Ph) Y - 1}
n	 v 1	 T1	 P^
An estimate of the net work requirement for the ideal no loss operation is
just the problem of estimating T . If T
Im 
is .9 T, the net work requirements
would be .1 of the isentropic constant volume work.
It is interesting to compare the work required for operation of a valved
system. Considering again i..sentropic compression the W 
Wi = mccpT1
P Y-1
{ (Ph) Y - 1 }
R
i
r
9^
where
me = mass of gas leaving pulse tube to be compressed.
The mass of gas compressed will not, however, be equivalent to that in the
reversible system as some will remain in the pulse tube and will be compressed
by the returned gas mc . The gas m  remaining in the tube will be app-oximately
equal to
Pi
r - Ph m
Thus
P
me = m(1 P )h
Therefore the ideal work requirement W  with a valved pulse tube would be
W me T (1 - _)R { (h) Y _ 1 }i	 p 1
	 Ph	 P R
The ratio of work requirement, of the reversible W  to valved system W  would be
T	 P
W	
mCT1 (1 - T2 ) { (Ph) Yv	 - 1 }
_n	 1	 ks s
Wi	 P	 P
mCpT1 (1 - P) { ( Ph) Y - 1 }
h	 R
T2
W	 Cv (1 - T-)
n	 1
Wi C (1 - P'')
P	 Ph
SI
rEstimating rather possible values:
c  = .6
c
P
Wn_ .6 x .1	
09W
_. _ —^^ -
- 'i
T2 _ 
'
9T 1
PR
P = •33h
In order to achieve the cycle diagrams shown in Figure 3 5 it is necessary
for each little differential gas packet to give off haat after compression from
its surroundings and receive heat after expansion from its surroundings. If we
assume no heat transfer during the compression and expansion (and this may be
a tolerable approximation .'Af compression and expansion occur rapidly) the dif .
-ferenta.al
 gas packet is carried through a Brayton Cycle. Figure 34 shows a TS
diagram for the Brayton Cycle.
Individual differential gas packets would go through different Brayton Cycles.
Packets n6ar the wall would transfer more heat with the walls, but the temper -
ature T  and TL would not be very different. Gas nearer the center of the tube
would probably transfer less heat with the walls. However, the temperature's would
be farther apart.
The efficiency of the ideal reversible pulse tube would be the sum of the
efficiency-of all the gas packets. It is, therefore, of interest to see what range
r	
JAWc^
w
I
F i
a
a	 of efficiencies is possible so that a good educated approximation might be made,,
The work of compression 1 to 2 would be
P
1-2
	
dW	
' dm l v 1 P^
C T { (h) Y . -
 1}
The work of expansion
P
6W3-4 ' 6m 1CvT4 {(Ph) Y - 1}
Therefore, the net work Wn
YdW	 dm C (T - T) {(h) Y - 1}
n	 1 v 1	 4	 P^
PT4sTh (P^) Y
h
T
dW	 dm C T (1 - h (P) Y {( P h) Y - 1}
n	 1 v L	 TL Ph	
Pk
AA
N
The heat pumped from T R
 to Th
 would simply be
SQL,-h m 6m1Cv (T1 - T4)
P
	
6Q X_h = 6m1Cv ( TQ — Th
	
Y )
h
1
8	 dm C T 1— 
Th 
P Q ,L..
	
Q X-h	 1 v Q	 T (P
	
Q	 h )	 J
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V
	
1Y 1
6m C T [1 - (Th ) (P R ) Y j {(Ph) Y - 1}6Wn 	 1 v R	 TR	 PR
6Q	 T P L
Em^CvT R [1 - { Th)(PR ) Y j
R h
6Q	 PR
It is interesting to note that the work required per unit of heat pumped is
indopendont of the two temperatures and only dependent on the pressure ratio.
W
The overall Q  would just be the integrated effect for all tho differential
gas packets.
Q	 PR
The efficiency relative to the Carnot cycle E  may be determ ,.-.,-d by simply
dividing the 1) c for a Carnot cycle 'oy wn .
Q
T - T
(w)
Q c	 TR
	
E	 Th TL
C	 P Y-1
TL {(Ph) Y - 1}
R
J
4F'
T
I T' h
j, J	 L
"c	 P y 1
^(Ph1 Y - 1}
In the case of the pulse tube the problem is slightly more complex in that
whereas a differential gas packet may operate between temperatures T  and T ,, there
must be a temperature differential between the packet through other differential gas
packets to transfer heat to the wall. As a result, though the differential gas
packet will operate between Temperatures T  and T X it will actually pump heat be-
tween temperatures Th ' <Th
 and TL ' > TL . Thus in our efficiency expression the
primed temperatures really should be used.
E
C	 P Y-1
( Th l
^ T= _ 1j
L
R
The problem then is to estimate the effective average temperatures between
which heat is pumped. If the temperature ratio between which heat is pumped is at
all close to that which is achievable with the pressure, the efficiency will be
quite good.
2. PULSE TUBE REFRIGERATOR IDEA VOLUME RATIO
It has been shown that the refrigeration achievable with a pulse tube refrig-
erator may be represented quite closely by the following equation.
V Y-1
T — Ts (^1)
tQr C1V1	
V1 Y-1
Ts — Ts (V )
t
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Where
4r = Ideal refrigeration available
V  = Total volume of tube
V 1
 = Volume of top constant temperature cap
T = Tempwature of refrigeration load
Ts
 = Top temperature of the sink.
A sample plot is shown in Figure 35 . There is a question of wi:at part of
the tube should be made V 1 as making it bigger makes the refrigeration available
at higher temperatures increase but decreases it at lower temperatures. Thus there
must be some ideal volume ratio for every temperature T. This may be de -ived as
follows
(T •- (Vr)Y-1J
sQ M C V —
r	 2 r [ _ (,V )Y-11
To differentiate, let
U - C2Vr (T _ VrY-1)
s
du = C2 T - C2YVrY-1
s
V =
1
1-VY-1
r
1
V = —
z
z1 -VY-1r
J 'I
r-
t
I
ate.
_,	 •^ ..w^	 t^
a.
a(Y — 1)vrY-2
dv •	 Zi
(Y — 1)vrY-2
[1 — vrY-1jZ
T
	 Y- 1
 (Y - 
1^vrY-2
duv C2V r ( ,1- - Vr )	 Y-1
s	 [ 1-y r j
+	 11 [C 2 T — C2YVrY—lj1 - V	 sr
The diffs ential will be zero for an optimum, therefore
0 - ( Y - 1)vrY-1 [T - vrY-1 ] +[ 1 - vrY-l j[T - YvrY-1]
	
s	 s
• .66V .66 
(T _ v .66 ) + [1 _ v .66 j[ T - _ 1.66V .66j
r	 Ts	 r	 r	 Ts	 r
T	 .66	 1.33	 T	 .66	 T	 .66	 1.32
T Vr 	- .66Vr
	
.66	 + T --1.66V .66 - T v 	 + 1.66Vr
s	 s	 s
V 1.32 _ 1.66V .66 + T - 33^T V .66
	
r	 r	 Ts	 TA r
T (1 - .33V .66) • 1.66V .66 _ v 1.32
T	 r	 r	 r
s
T	 1.66V 66 _ vr1.33
Ts 	 1 - .33V •66
r
TU s then gives the ideal volume ratio for any temperature of operation.
A slot of this equation is given in Figure 36.
3. OBJECTIVES OF TEST PROGRAM
Basic objectives of the test program were to determine the general perfor-
mance characteristics of the reversible pulse tube refrigerator and the y, ^r,.w
some comparisons with standard pulse tube syrtems. Farameters to be observed and
varied were selected to yield the most complete operating curves and to allow easy
correlation of data with previcuoly observed valved pulse tube results.
To determine the most characteristic performance data for the reversible
system a procedure of comparing the refrigeration load with cold end temperature
was used. The parameters varied wero:
a. The cylinder pressures
b. The operating speed of the compressor
c. The applied heat load on the cold heat exchanger
Along with these results, a complete record of pressure-time variations in
the cylinder was recorded by an oscillograph. These traces were used to determine
actual compression ratios in the refrigerator.
The determination of actual power used in the refrigeration process wa y; also
a prime objective. To help make this evaluation, a series of tests were run on
the basic test unit to find all system losses excluding the pulse tube refrigerator.
Tests were run to find bearing, motor and flow losses in the unit. From these
values, a comparison of power readings under load would reveal actual_ pulse tube
power consumption.
A detailed description of the apparatus follows which gives a complete pic-
ture of the means employed to obtain the variation of parameters and observation
of variables required to carry out the desired test program. Diagrams and photo-
graphs appear in the report which give overall and detailed illustrations of the
apparatus.
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Not included in the analysis, but appearing in the illustrations, are some
related items which proved to require further refinement before completion of a
test program on them. In the photograph, Figure 37, the long cylinder extending
from the section beneath the regenerator is a variable volume extension to the
cylinder area. By moving a piston in this tube, a variable compression ratio could
be achieved through effectively increasing the cylinder volume. Use of this con-
cept proved unsatisfactory in its present form by virtue of excessive heating of
the gas which entered the long cylinder, and was compressed to a high pressure.
All tests in the series were therefore run; with the extension volume shut off from
the system.
In Figure 38 a pulse tube configuration of nineteen tubes with no rc;_;enerator
or flow straighteners can be seen. This unit was constructed ,o evaluate the pos-
sibility ^f transporting large quantities of heat through a small temperature
difference while doing away with the regenerator and operating directly from a
piston. The unit could pump large quantities of heat, as shown, but ineffective
heat, transfer at the cold end rendered it unable to carry a refrigerated load.
Further work on the principle, whicr proved sound, is hoped for the future.
4. DESMPTION OF EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS
The test unit used for these experiments was designed and constructed ex-
pressly for reversible operation. Basically, it consists of four parallel one-
quarter inch diameter pulse tubes with common hot and cold end heat exchangers.
Directly beneath the tube is a two-and-one-half inch long regenerator, three-
quarters of an inch in diameter. This regenerator is packed with over four hundred
200 mesh bronze screens. Sintered metal plugs at the base of the four tubes serve
to help straighten and smooth gas flow. Under the regenerator is a section con-
taining a water jac",,at which serves to hold gas entering the regenerator at a rea-
sonably constant temperature. An overall view of the system, as well aT a view of
a standard pulse tube configuration, can be seen in Figures 39, 40 and 41.
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Instrti entation provided on the refrigerator includes copper-constantan tharmo-
couples at both heat exchangers and a calibrated resistance heater on the cold
and to apply known refrigeration loads. Also seen in thsdiagram mentioned above
are the cooling coils at the hot and and the mounting arrangement for the strain
gauge pressure transducer.
Driving the gas into and out of the system is a specially designed aluminum
piston operating in a stainless steel liner with heavy duty sealing to prevent
oil from entering the regenerator and fouling it. The piston is activated by a
single cylinder compressor which is attached to the piston rod. A calibrated
electric motor drives the compressor through ,a variable ratio pul.iy system and a
large .flyrheel. Power flow to the motor is registered on a wattmeter.
To provide adequate insulation, a vacuum system was installed over the re-
frigorator and the unit was wrapped in mylar super insulation. The vacuum pot
was held down by a continuously operating fore pump to prevent convection losses,
while the mylar wrapping cut radiation heat transfer. This arrangement along
with a view of the overall apparatus set-up can be seen in the photograph, Figure 42.,
Supporting instrumentation inpluded a Brush oscillograph which recorded pres.-
sure-time diagrams, and two microveltmeters to display thermocouple output voltages,.
A variac supplied a continuous range of roltages to the resistance heat load on the
cold heat exchac,ger. Motor and compressor speeds were checked by a Hasler hand
tachometer and a Strobotach light.
Helium was used in all tests as the refrigerant. Charging of the system
took place with the piston located one-half way between top and bottom dead center.
At this level, both the area above the piston and the area below, which connected
to the compressor base, were pressurized equally. Ii, this manner, excessive
pressure differentials across the piston were prevented and motor torque require
ments were smoothened considerably. Some system F..;: B ess was introduced, however,
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because of pumping work required on th ,^ .gas in the compressor base area. These
losses were included in the system power requirements mentioned earlier.
Tests were performed by allowing conditions to stabilize at zero refrigeration
lead and then to apply increments of power to the heater and observe cold temper-
ature variation. Some tests ;sere made of cooling time for various pressure values
and of temperature ratios with the top uncooled. These are mentioned briefly in
the results which follow in the next section.
5. RESULTS OF REVERSIBLE PULSE TUBE TEST PROGRAM
This section deals with interpretation of the curves shown in Figures 43,
44 and 45, and is intended to give an overall qualitative picture of reversible
pulse tube performance. Comparison of reversible and valved pulse tube data was
facilitated by use of the fallowing characteristic and similarity relations:
a. Available ref- geration is directly proportional to tube length.
b. Optimum operating speeds can be found by using equal Fourier
numbers: a /ND2
 = constant, for various tube diameters.
c. Regenerator losses can be estimated as inversely proportional to
the length of the regenerator.
Examination of the curves plotted on these assumptions yields the following
conclusions:
(1) Corrected for regenerator length difference in Figure 44
(31 inches on the valved to 22 on the reversible), the reversible unit is able
to attain a nearly equal minimum. temperature. Refrigeration load attainable at
higher cold temperatures, however, drops off for the reversible unit until at
the top heat sink temperature of 5200R, the valved unit carries 50% more load. A
partial explanation of this decreased refrigerating ability is due to the slightly
higher operating prt^ssuYas in the valved unit. Previous pulse tube data shows
available refrigeration to be a function of tie high pressure. The zero regen-
erator loss curves are shown to illustrate how the unit should work between the
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ideal minimum square wave pressurization pattern. In the reversible system, it
appears that more pulses per minute are necessary to allow for equal heat trr,lsfer
to take place at the high pressure end of the cycle. This conclusion also helps
explain the gap in load carrying ability displayed in the first curve referred to.
(2) The family of curves in Figure) 44 illustrates the dependency of
refrigeration availability on operating pressures. All the curves represent com-
pression ra*cos of approximately 4.2 = 1 at a constant speed of 370 RPM. The
increased available refrigeration can be seen to be a nearly linear function of the
high pressure achieved in the pulse tube. These results hole fortify the explanation
of why the reversible unit could no-1k;
 carry as great a load as the valved unit in
the previous curve; these units also operated at equal compression ratios of 4.2 = 1.
(3) Figure45 is very interesting since it shows that the rever-
sible unit performs better at a higher speed than predicted by the Fourier number
approach. The similarity relation when applied to the reversible unit gives an
optimum speed of 360 RPM from a valved optimum of 40 RPM. All this data is pre-
sented for compression ratios of nearly 4.2 = 1 in each case. Examination of
Figure 29 gives an indiration of why such behavior might be expected. The pressure-
time trace shown displays a nearly sinusoidal pressure variation with sharp spikes
at the high pressure end. From this fact, it can be seen that the high pressure
is actually in effect for a much shorter tima than on normal valved pulse tubes.
The valved pressure-time diagram exhibits a nearly a,-are wave pressurization
pattern. In the reversible system, it appears that more pulses per minute are
necessary to allow for equal heat transfer to take place at-the high pressure end
of the cycle. This conclusion also helps explain the gap in load carrying ability
displayed in the first curve referred to.
At the time of this writing, only limited test work has been completed, not
allowing a highly detailed analysis of the data to have been carried out,, From
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the data seen in this report, however, many interesting general conclu,>'ons can
be drawn.
The primary fact to be seen from these results is that reversible pulse tubes
do c(,mpare very favorably with valved units. Observed data and indicated corrections
for pressures and regenerator losses give very gnoi correlation of load carry-
ing and general performance characteristics. Further consideration of the altered
pressurization pattern, which points toward new optimum operating speeds, gives
even greater agreeability. Although a new- operating speed criterion is indicated,
the proportionality of heat pumping and tube length should not be altered, since
this is not influenced by the pulses per minute applied. This fact allows the use
of data from different tube lengths to be accurately compared when scaled down.
Further work is indicated to more fully evaluate the reversible concept.
Tests with varying compression ratios should be performed along with more com-
pressor speed ranges. A new single tube model of comparable dimensio,is to valved
units may prove best for further correlation work. Extensive investigation of the
pressurization pattern should lead to new optimization relations for reversible
systems. Improvement of the apparatus such as bettar oil seals, and improved
vacuum insulation would also prove a great aid in f-at--vi tests.
This initial investigation of the reversible system has shown the principle
to be extremely sound and to obey expected performance parameters. Agreement with
predicted efficiency values is discussed in the next section.
6. REVERSIBLE PULSE TUBE EFFICIENCY
In the preceding section, it was shown that reversible action of a pulse tube
does not impair performance of the system, but actually compares favorably with
valved operation. This section attempts to determine whether the expected in-
creases in efficiency predicted were actually realized in operation.
Because of the small refrigeration loads, any power input changes could not
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be noted as loads were varied. The necessarily large wattmeter scale was not
sensitive enough to observe these changes. For this reason, the efficiency com-
parison is carried out at zero load conditions. Since refrigeration loads are in
actuality quite small, this computation gives a quite accurate picture of efficiency
throughout the majority of the operating range.
The method of approaching an efficiency comparison in this report is an
approximation of valved pulse tube work input by means of computing isentropic
compression work from PR
 to Pr+ . This approximation is, of course, lower than actual
compressor work, and the efficiency results will represent a minimum. Calculations
are made at different points to determine relative increases in efficiency by
operating in the reversible mode.
Actual reversible power input is determined by taking the steady state watt-
meter reading and subtracting system power losses mentioned in Section IV of this
report. A curve of these losses versus the high cylinder pressure is shown in
Figure 47. Calculations are done on the following page.
Measurements of electric power required to run the reversible pulse tube
test rig were made in such a way as to measure the total power used for compressing
the gas into the tubes. The total power when the test section was running at
470 RPM between pressures of 45 and 185 psia was 335 watts Of this 265 watts
was involve,.:T
 in electric motor losses, test rig friction, etc. Therefore, total
power required for the pulse tubes was only 70 watts. An estimate of the improved
efficiency of the reversible pulse tubes can be made by computing the ideal power
required to operate the same pulse rubes with a valved system.
This is done by first computing the gas requirements
	
SUM = VN (Ph P 	
Th
	
ratm	 TL
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where
TL =3 (Th - Tc ) + T 
T  = 520oR
T  = pulse tube cold end temperature
TL = 300°R
P
atm — 14.7 Asia
V = pulse tubes and regenerator volume
From this
SUM = 6.50
The ideal work Wk to compress this gas is
P
Wk - mCpTh
 [(Ph) Y - 1]
R
Computing for our case
Wk = 1570 Btu/hr
Wk
 = 460 watts
Thus the power actually experimentally measured is only 60 = 15.2% of the
ideal power which would be required with a valved system and a 100% efficient
isentropic compressor and electric motor. If these had a combined efficiency
of 65% as they might at best have, the reversible system would demonstrate a
work consumption of only 10% of the requirement of a valved system with actual
compressor.
The greatly improved efficiency possible from reversible systems has therefore
been confirmed.
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It is interesting to note also that most of the 70 watts power requirement
can be shown to be due to pressure drop through the regen9rator and flow smoothing
heat exchanger at the bottom of the tubes. Therefore, great improvements are still
possible if better regenerators can be made.
The following table given similar calculations and measurements for other
specific cases. (Wr is actual experimental pulse tube work)
Calculations c° Reversible and Isentropic Work Requirements for a Pulse Tube
Refrigerator
Rev.	 Isentropic	 W 
RPM	 Ph	 Pt	 Power	 Power	 Wk
470 185 45 70 46o .152
370 185 45 40 352 .113115
370 315 75 110 680 .162
F-
7,'^
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VI. COMPACT CRYOGENIC THERMAL REGENERATORS
1. INTRODUCTION
All gas-operated cryogenic refrigerators require highly efficient heat exchange
means to cool the feed, high pressure gas with the exhausting low pressure gas.
Though this heat exchange means may operate across a temperature range (T 1 - T2)
as great as 200 0K or more, the A T (temperature difference between entering and
leaving gas) must be LO OK or smaller. An inefficiency I  is defined as follows.
AT
Ie = T1 - T2
A T = Temperature difference between entering and exhausting gas
T 1
 = Hot end temperature
j2
 == Cold end temperature
For good cryogenic refrigerator efficiency, it is necessary to make these heat
exchange inefficiencies 1 - 3%. In general cryogenic refrigerator design, this
will be found to be true.
In large cryogenic refrigerator design it is not too difficu'',F .-, to achiAve this
with heat exchangers 3 to 12 feet.,long. These may be either counter flow Meat ex-
changers or thermal regenerators. Recently there has arisen a need for miniature
cryogenic refrigerators where the lengths available are only 3 to 5 inches.
Some of the most successful of these miniature refrigerators use the Stirling
cycle, Gifford-McMahon cycla, or Pulse Tube refrigeration. All of these use very
short thermal regenerators and their success is in considerable part due to the
high efficiency which may be achieved with such small thermal regenerators (994).
The small size of these thermal regenerators complicates the problem of their per-
formance in three ways.
a. To achieve the order of the efficiencies required, the flow
passage equivalent diameters must be small as compared with
-Chat used in other heat exchange ' systems .
b. End to end conduction heat transfer, due to the short length,
will be relatively large and cannot be neglected as frequently
is done with larger systems.
dye
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c. The boundary affects, due to heat tranafer to and from the
regenerator walls, are correspondingly much larger for these
small regenerators and cannot be neglected, as thelosses in-
troduced in this way may be of the same order of magnitude
as the matrix heat ',ransfer losses.
Condition C l which shall be referred to as the wall effect, results from the
difference between the mass of the wall and the mass of the matrix material. The
wall, which is usually a metal such as stainless steel, has a much, greater mass
and a higher specific heat per unit of area than the matrices and, can, therefore,
store more heat per unit of temperature than the matrices. Thus the wall does not
experiences as large a warming temperature from the entering gas as '.he matrices, and
similarly it is not cooled as much as the matrices by the exiting Pas during the warm-
ing blew period. This means that in each regenerative cycle the gas near the walls will
not be cooled or warmed as much as the gas passing through the matrix material and
the mixing of these two gas streams will either raise the temperature of the gas
leaving the regenerator at the cold end or lower the temperature of the gas leaving
at the warm end.
'Phis is a report on experimental tests on small thermal regenerators of a
Size of interest to these small refrigerators. The regenerators were all 3/4"
in diameter and 4" long. The regenerators were filled with fine wire mesh screens.
Details are given in the table on page 77.
The tests were carried out with the equipment shown schematically in Figure 65,
Two regenerators were operated between room temperature (72 0F) and liquid nitrogen
temperature. Gas from a compressor flowed through one thermal regenerator then
through an excellent heat exchanger bonded to a first liquid nitrogen bath well
shielded by a second liquid nitrogen bath, and thence out through th3)other thermal
regenerator. The flow was reversed 60 9
 100 9 and 150 times per minute by reversing
the valve set. The total flow rate was varied by by-passing gas frUn compressor
exhaust to suction.
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In this way all losses due to the regenerator manifested themselves in time
average AT's of the gas flowing and conduction through the regenerators. Due to
the radiation shielding, this represented all the heat transfer to the first liquid
nitrogen bath. Thus the boil off of liquid nitrogen represented a measure of :he
total heat losses. This boil off, after being warmed to room temperature,-was
measured with a gas meter capable of measuring .001 standard cubic feet.
The compressor was a hermetically sealed freon unit which waa evacuatedland
filled with helium gas for the tests. Helium flow rates were measured with an
orifice flow meter which had been calibrated against a standard orifice.
The valve was actually one rotary disc valve which assured accurate flow period
timing. It was driven by a variable speed motor. The RPM was determined by a
counter-timer method with a precision error less than .5 RPM.
Regenerator inefficiency tests were conducted by randomly stacking wire
screens into two .750 inch phenolic tubes, as shown in Figure 65 . These regener-
ators were then placed in the rig, andliquid nitrogen was poured into each of the
reserviors while a vacuum was drawn on the system. After the initial boil off
cf the liquid nitrogen ceased, the vacuum pump was turned off and the system was
pressurized. T:ie helium flow was set by starting the compressor and adjusting the
low pressure, through the helium supply, and the manometer reading. The manometer
reading was controlled by adjusting the pressure ratio across the compressor. By
these two adjustments, using a .143 inch diameter calibrated orifice plate, the helium
flow rate could be controlled within ± .2 (SCFM) between 9 (SCFM) and 20 (SCFM).
The regenerator inefficiency was calculated from the boil off of theliquid nitrogen,
measured from the precision Wet Test Meter, and the helium flow rate with an accuracy
of mor e
 than - .03%.
The tuts performed consisted of setting the regenerator length and then
varying either the valve speed, that is the blow time, for a fixed (14 SCFM) helium
flow rate, or the flow rate for fixed valve speeds. In each case the regenerator
h
length was established by calculating the number of screens required to give a
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minimum packing density. Thus for 150 mesh ,screens, 335 screens were used for a
2 inch long regenerator, 503 for 3 inch, and 670 for 4 inch.
The effect of and to end conduction was investigated by varying the packing
density and the screen material. Packing density effect, were determined by adding
more !screens to the regenerator while holding the length constant, and by varying tho
length while holding the number of screens constant. In the first case, with the
length fixed, the increase in the thermal conductivity due to the increased packing
density will be the only factor contributing to a possible decay in performance.
On the other hand, the addition of screens will increase the heat transfer area,
and if the end to end conduction effect is small, the increase in area will produce
an increase in theregenerator performance. This testing was emp'loyed , to indicate
whether the end to and conduction can be overcome by the convective heat transfer
area, and at what point the end to end conduction becomes too large to be overcome.
In the second case, holding the number of screens constant and varying the
packing density by varying the length occupied by the screens, the heat transfer
will remain constant and theconduction parameter
L
will increase. Since the end to end conduction will be amplified by The decrease
in L, as well as the increase in K, an increase in inefficiency will necessarily
indicate the order of magnitude and the importance of just, the ens' to end con-
duction effect.
The effect of screen material was studied by-using both bronze screens in tests
of the first case. In addition the influence of the boundary condition on the end
to end conduction was investigated by using a .020 inch perforated copper plate on
either end, a i inch copper block, and by leaving the ends free with only a thin
wire "S" slip on either end to hold the screens in place. The large mass of the copper
blocks and the perforated plates will prevent them from swinging through as large a
temperature change as the screens and, therefore, the condition of a constant boundary
temperature near T  and T  will be achieved. In the case of the "S" clips, the two
7 ^0
and screens will have cne and thermally frees and therefore, the temperature swing
of the end screens will not be restricted by the boundaries. In this case, if the
end screen is taken to represent the boundary, then the boundary temperature will
vary with time in accordance with the swing of the regenerator. It was felt that
throt,gh these three end conditions, the difference between a constant boundary
temperature and a variable boundary temperature could be evaluated.
The wall effect was investigated by chonging the wale, material and the
screen material. For these tests 150 mesh screen were pat,.ced into a 
.750 inch
I.D. x 1.000 inch O.D. phenolic tube to give a minimum packing density. The re-
generator length was varied	 2 to 4 inches, the helium flow set a 14 SCFM, and
the valve speed varied between 40 and 180 RPM. Theses tests enabled data to be
gathered that could be plotted to give the regenerator inefficiency as a function
of the capacity ratio (MsCps Ph Cpg	 OH) and the number of heat transfer units
(hAs/mCpgj.
Tests run to determine the over-all regenerator inefficiency with the wall
effect were:
Reg. len th	 No. of	 NTU	 Screen Mat'l.
	 Wall Mat'l.(inches
	 Screens
4.00
	 670
	 389	 Bronze	 Cotton base
phenolic
3.00	 503	 272	 of	 to
2.00	 335	 193
	 "
	 of
1.34
	 225	 129	 to	 is
4.00
	 670
	 389	 "	 .020" thick
e3.S. steel
3.00	 503	 272
	 "
	 of
2.00
	 335	 193	 "	 of
4.00
	 670
	 385	 Stainless steel	 of
3.00	 503	 272
	
of	 of
2.00	 335
	
192
	
it	 of
T1;,,
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Reg. Lon th	 No. of
(inches
	
Screens
	
NTU	 Screen Material	 ,Al Material
	
3.00	 503	 272	 Stainless steel	 Cotton base phenolic
	
4.00	 -	 -	 .015-.018 dia.
lead balls
	
3.00
	
to
	
2.00	 _	 it	 of
	
4.00	 -	 -	 .006-.009 dia.
lead balls
	
3.00	 _
	
of	 it
	
2.00	 _	 _	 of	 of
The regenerators used to test. the stainless steel wall were made b; boring out
the phenolic tube and press fitting in a .020 inch thick stainless steel tube.
in all the tests run, two or three consecutive runs on succeeding days were
made to establish the precision of the ,' qta. On several occasions the tests were
repeated after the rig was warmed up to room temperature, the regenerators removed
from the rig, the screens removed from the regenerator, and after repacking the re-
generators, placing them back: into the rig and cooling the rig down to liquid
nitrogen temperature again. If the data was consistent within an efficiency of
+ .04 after consecutive runs, the data was recorded and plotted. If the data was
not consistent the testing prG:,,'ure	 always started over again after the com-
plete procedure of warming up the system and repacking the regenerators was first
carried out.
2. TEST RESULTS
The details of all the worthwhile tests run are plotted J.n Figures 48 and 49.
Figure 48 represents the total heat loss and Figure 49 the inefficiencies
The data as can be seen is accurate to about + .02 - 003%. It is interesting
to note that the ineYiciency is relatively independent of flow rate for t.ie range
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of flows of interest to cryogenic refrigeration. At low flow rates the loss is a
greater part end to end heat leak and at high flow rates the loss is due more to
matrix heat exchange End the wall effect.
It is interesting to note that the inefficiency is greatly affected by the
pulsing rate at high flow rates. The critical factor is the amount, the matrix tem-
perat^ -re changes per cycle. If it is,large it increases the inefficiency. Inter-
estingly, the smaller equivalent diameters and larger areas gave a substantial re-
duction in inefficiency between 100 mesh and 150 mesh. However, there was a
relatively small improvement with further reduction to 200 mesh.
The results of this experimental investigation also revealed that the regen-
erator length, that is the NTU
hA
NTU =
1111C
P
h = heat transfer coefficient
A = heat transfer area
mCp
 = helium mass flow rate and specific heat
The wall effect, Lhe regenerator end conditions, and the capacity ratio
C
r C =
y
where 0 H = blow time
(MCP) matrix
MCP . 0-
all have an influence on the regenerator performance.
The results for the test run at a constant ( 14 SUM helium flow rate are shown
in Figures 50 through 55 . Figure 50 and 52 show that for two identical 3 inch
long 150 mesh bronze screen regenerators, -the regenerator with the stainless steel
wall was .130% more inefficient at a capacity ratio of 20 than the regenerator with
the phenolic wall. Since all other properties of the two regenerators were held
constant, the decrease in performance is directly attributable to the wall material,
that is the wall effect.
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These two figures also show how important the capacity ratio is on the regenerator
performance and especiallycon the wall effect. The wall effect, as c.zown, was more
detrimental at lower capacity ratios; at a capacity ratio of 5 the stainless steel
wall regenerator was .4609 more inefficient than the phenolic wall regenerator.
This indicates that it is the relative magnitudes of the wall temperature swing
and the screen temperature swing that cortro".s the wall effect. Any change;in the
variables Ms , CPB , m, Cpg , and OH that produce a corresponding decrease in the
capacity ratio will increase the wall effect. For long blow times, increasing the
mp - flow rate is especially harmful to the regenerator performance because it
reduces the capacity ratio as well as the number of NTU's. This is shown in Figures
56 through S9 where at long blow times (11150 min.), a valve speed of ?5 RPM, the
inefficiency is greatly affected by the flow rate.
The use of stainless steel screens helped -to reduce the wall effect at low
capacity ratios, Figure 53 . For this case the stainless steel regenerator was
.290` more inefficient than the phenolic wall regenerator at a capacity ratio
of 5. This reduction in efficiency at the lower capacity ratios can be attributed
to the increased specific heat of the stainless steel screens. For a larger specific
heat necessarilAzneans that at the same capacity ratio the temperature swing of
1he wall will be increased for the stainless steel screen regenerator while the
temperature swing of the screens will be identical to the swing of the bronze
screens. This is seen by considering what effect the specific heat has on the
capacity ratio. Since the mass of bronze screens and the stainless steel screens
is approximately equal, the increase in the specific heat means that the flow
time must also be increased to maintain the capacity ratio constant. A larger
blow time means that a larger amount cf heat must be transferred from the gas to
both the wall and the screens, and a larger flow of heat to the wall will produce
a larger wall temperature swing. However, the increased specific heat will keep
the screen tempera . _.;,, swing fror . increasing, and thus the temperature of the gas
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bear the walls will be closer to the temperature of the gas passing through the
screens. The smaller temperature difference between these two gas streams will in
turn lower the inefficiency because their continual mixing will not reduce the
total gas temperature as much for this case as compared to the bronze screen re-
generator.
Further support for this wall effect theory is found by comparing the bronze
screen-stainless steel wall regenerator's inefficiency at a capacity ratio of 6.1
and the all stainless steel regenerator's inefficiency at a capacity ratio of 5.
The capacity ratio of 6.1 is used because it represents the difference in specific
heats. At a capacity ratio of 6.1 the bronze screen regenerator had an inefficiency
of 1.560% for a 3 in. length and 1.500% for a 4 in. length, as compared to 1.7426
and 1.720 at a capacity ratio of 5. At a capacity ratio of 5 the stainless steel
regenerator had an inefficiency of 1.565% for a 3 in. length and 1.413% for a 4 in.
long regenerator.
Figures 60 through 63 show that the end to end conduction effects are less
detrimental to the regenerator performance than the wall effect. For the con-
duction tests run by increasing the number of screens while holding the length
constant, the heat transfer area increased more than the heat leak so that an
improvement rather than a decrease in performance was found. This improvement
was approximately .1% for both the stainless steel screens and the bronze screens.
For the conduction tests run by decreasing the length while holding the
number of screens constant there was an increase in the regenerator inefficiency,
but as shown in Figures 62 And 63 this increase becomes significant only at the
shorter regnerator lengths. These twj tests also revealed that the end tc end
conduction is affected only slightly by the blow time.
The effect of the end condition is shown in Figure 64 . From this diagram it is
seen that the increased mass at the ends does help to reduce the inefficiency, but that
for each of the end conditions the wall effect is not reduced. The stainless steel
wall regenerator continued to have the same increased inefficiencies that were given
above.	
"5
The above results have shown that by increasing the length, the wall effect
and the end to end conduction are both decreased. In fact, it was thought that
since the wall effect and end to end conduction becomes smaller, while the heat
transfer area and the mass are increased by increasing the length, doubling the
length would decrease the inefficiency by more than a factor of 2.
	 However, it
was noted that doubling the length does not cut the inefficiency in half. The
decreases found experimentally were :
Inefficiency for 4 in.
at C
r/Cg = 20
Decrease in ir..-•
efficiency from
2 in. and C
r/C^- 10
Screen material
	
Wall material
Bronze
	
Cotton base phenolic	 .80%
	
42. 8%
Bronze	 .020 in. thick stainless 	
.93%
	
,y5
.8%
steel
Stainless steel	 .020 in. thick stainless 	 .93%	 43. 8%
steel
From the experimental work performed it is evident now that the originally
proposed thermal losses do contribute significantly to the ineffficiency of small
regenerators, and that while these losses can be reduced by increasing the length,
after 4 inches additional length will not substantially decrease the inefficiency.
This necessarily means that to further reduce the inefficiency wall materials will
have to be selected which reduce the wall effect.
In addition ^o the bronze and stainless steel screens tested, .015 -.018 in.
diameter and .006 - .009 in. diameter lead spheres were tested also. The result,
given in Figures 54 and 55 show that inefficiences of the same order as obtained
from the screens can be obtained with the small diameter spheres.
Regenerator Matrix Data Table
1 2 3
4.0 4.0 4.0
0.75 0.75 0.75
zoo 150 200
400 670 890
73.2 66.5 77.7
.1615 .147 .1715
.712 .738 .694
.288 .262 .306
.0045 .0026 .0021
Test number
Length, in.
Diameter, in.
Mesh, wires/in.
Number of screens
Weight, grams
Weight, lbs.
Porosity, P
(1 - P)
Wire diameter, Dw , in.
Equivalent diameter,
D = P (D w)
e
.0111
	
.00732	 .00477
Density of screen material,
lbm/in.3
V screen, in.3
A screen, in.2
.318 0318 .318
.5o8 ,463 .54o
452 712 1025
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2. Regenerator
Variable Speed Drive
3. Valve
4. Speed reducer
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6. Speed controller
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23. Heat sink
TEST SET UP COMPONENTS ( Figure 20)
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33. Timer
Pressure Transducer
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Temperature measurement
39. Thermocouple wire
40. Vacuum lead through
41. Ice bath
42. Switch box
43. Knife switch
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47. Resistance heater
48. Transformer
49. Voltmeter
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Figure 29 Photograrh of 1' Diameter Pulse Tube Mounted on
Conduction Type Calorimeter
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Pulse Tube Refrigeraticn as a Function of Cold End Temperature
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Figure 37 Reversible Pulse Tube Experimental Set Up, Showing Variable Volume Extension
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